Brands funding conspiracy theories about globalists and George Soros
GDI has studied a selection of conspiracy stories and sites spreading disinformation about globalists and George Soros.

Conspiracy theories include:

- Soros funds race riots
- The Great Reset
- New World Order
- Deepstate agenda

All stories found on known disinformation sites.
Brands funding these sites & stories:
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

Google

Note: Some of these companies include retargeting and data analytic companies serving the “last mile” for delivering online ads.
Brand Advertisements

- All of these brands were found on the sites queried.
- Brand ads will vary by anyone’s data footprint & geolocation.
- Screenshots taken from locations in US, UK and Germany.
- Given EU data protections, most ads provide clickable information on the company providing ad.
- This information has been included and/or used to attribute the delivery of an ad to a specific tech company.
- The ad serving domain has been circled at the bottom of each screenshot (whenever available in the browser status bar).
UNICEF is providing prosthetics and the physical therapy that these children in Yemen need most.

DONATE NOW
GLOBALISTS REVEAL THAT THE “GREAT ECONOMIC RESET” IS COMING IN 2021
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Billionaire George Soros to Give Race Hustling Groups $220 Million to Wreak Havoc Across America

Published 2 days ago on Jul 14, 2020
By Jose Nino

Tesla is hiring now in your area. Make up to $2,578 per paycheck.
Billionaire George Soros to Give Race Hustling Groups $220 Million to Wreak Havoc Across America
New SEC Rule Means Holdings Of Dalio, Einhorn, Soros And More Could Go Completely Dark

by toulour
Wed, 07/15/2020 – 07:46

Some of the biggest investors in the world would see their holdings “go dark” if the SEC implements a new rule concerning Form 13F disclosures that it has recently proposed.

Names like Paulson, Einhorn, Druckenmiller, Bacon, Tudor Jones and Soros could all see an added layer of opacity to their holdings as a result of the SEC’s proposal to limit Form 13F filers to those who hold stakes of $3.5 billion or more. Even Ray Dalio, who manages $138 billion, could see added opacity to his holdings as a result of the rule. His firm holds only $5 billion in stocks.

The current threshold for Form 13F filers is $100 million and the value of most of these firms’ holdings in the U.S. is less than the proposed $3.5 billion threshold requirement.

Even Paul Singer’s Elliott Management could wind up going dark, as his firm has only about $3.4 billion in stocks and convertible bonds and another $2 billion in equities, according to Bloomberg. Managers like Leon Cooperman have said that it would be nice to reduce the regulatory burden required for the current threshold.
Clearance Jobs ad by Google

George Soros giving $220 million to address 'racial injustice'
Action confirms him as 'a major villain to right-wing groups who decry his support for terrorists'

By WND Staff
Published July 14, 2020 at 9:19pm

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=7B3a0fGEAAaEWTtbW...
July 8, 2002

Patriotism vs. Globalism in 2020: A Country Is at Stake

By Veronika Kyrylenko

Given the extraordinary pace of events in America and the world this year, it is not hard to imagine that a bystander — perhaps a bug-eyed alien who has been following the series "The Earth" — would be pleased with the dynamics of the show. But he also would be puzzled at the rapid twists of the plot. The U.S., for example, enters a 2020 season in all its might and glory, with the strong economy, where unemployment for everyone is low, where reduced taxes and regulations promise further growth, and the basic indices of economic activity spell "victory" for the funny-looking guy who made it happen. Then — BAM! — a "deadly virus" hits — eh, unimpressive...the mortality rate would have been much higher for the sake of the show; 2 percent is a rookie number (would be even lower if the infected were not placed in the nursing homes). Nonetheless, America goes into lockdown, losing trillions of dollars. Unemployment soars. Then — BAM! — massive protests accompanied by rioting, looting, arson, vandalism and sheer violence not as a response to...
Climate Change Kid Greta Thunberg is propped up by a Soros connected group called One Foundation
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0 Comments
Back to the Pandemic and the panic, Geneva, the European seat of the United Nations, including the headquarters of WHO, is basically shot down. Not unlike the lock-down that started in Venice and later expanded to northern Italy until a few days ago – and now the lock-down covers all of Italy. Similar lock-down may soon also be adopted by France – and other European vassal states to the Anglo-Zionist empire.
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GEORGE SOROS-BACKED DA CHARGES COUPLE WITH ‘HATE CRIME’ FOR PAINTING OVER ‘BLACK LIVES MATTER’
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